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Danzig - Danzig III: How the Gods Kill - Encyclopaedia
Metallum: The Metal Archives
Deicide is the killing (or the killer) of a god. The concept
may be used for any act of killing a god, including a
life-death-rebirth deity who is killed and then.
PHONOI - Greek Gods or Spirits of Murder & Killing
Lyrics to "How The Gods Kill" song by Danzig: if you feel
alive in a darkened room do you know the name of your solitude
if you ain't got the answ.

5 Things You Didn't Know About 'Danzig III: How the Gods Kill'
| Revolver
Essentially, another immortal could throw gods to Tartarus and
imprison them there, which is quite analogous to killing them,
since no-one.
Danzig - Danzig III: How The Gods Kill | Releases | Discogs
how the gods kill if you feel alive if you got no fear do you
know the name of the one you seek if you want the answer if
you want the truth look inside your empty.
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God is recorded in the Bible as having personally killed a
large number of people. Nearly ten millennia of cruising on
the momentum of his initial crusade through the galaxy,
without the Emperor's guidance, his Imperium has become a
theocratic, dark parody of his vision.
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This can happen in Death Note when a Shinigami kills someone
with their notebooks to selflessly save another person's life.
She then killed everyone who worshipped him, razed his temple
and destroyed all written lore about him and mazed anyone who
thereafter joined his faith, leaving only one priest alive
perhaps as a reminder.
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Talk. Following Eve's cleasing by baptism, the Olympian Gods
launched an attack on the trio.
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